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Abstract

Interest in the problem of the galactic dark matter has
stimulated development of particle detectors sensitive to
very low energies. Superconducting tunnel junctions may
be useful in such detectors. We describe here supercon-
ducting tunnel junctions with thin barriers which may be
suitable for this purpose. We present I-V characteristics
and data on the temperature dependence of the subgap
tunneling curent. We also present some scanning-electron-
microscope observations of the thin films of the tunnel
junctions.

Introduction

Indications of the presence of a cloud of invisible mat-
ter around each galaxy, ten times more massive than the
visible part of the galaxy,1 have excited interest in various
projects to determine the nature of this dark matter.2 One
possibility is that this matter consists of elementary parti-
cles, possibly of a type not yet observed elsewhere. If this is
the case, these particles must interact weakly with the nu-
clei of ordinary matter. The dark-matter particles should
scatter from normal matter, leaving behind the kinetic en-
ergy of the recoiling nucleus. For certain reasonable types
of dark-matter particles, a few such collisions per kilogram
of target matter per day are expected,3 with a recoil energy
of the order of 1 keV.

The small size of this signal makes detectors of in-
creased sensitivity necessary. Thin-film superconducting
tunnel junctions with a native oxide barrier have been
shown to be sensitive detectors of low-energy X-rays.4'5

A dark-matter detector might consist of a target of several
grams of matter with tunnel junctions on its sides. The
junctions would detect phonons and electrons excited by
a nucleus struck by a dark-matter particle. The mecha-
nism of the detection is the breaking of Cooper pairs into
quasiparticles by the phonons. The quasiparticles tunnel
through an oxide barrier, and this pulse is electronically
amplified.

Fabrication and Testing of Junctions

A tunnel junction, shown schematically in figure 1, con-
sists of two crossed strips of a superconducting metal, sep-
arated by an insulating barrier. Our thin films are made
by thermal evaporation of tin from tantalum boats. A typ-
ical junction is made as follows: A film of tin (dimensions:
20mm by 0.5mm by 2000 A) is deposited onto a glass sub-
strate at a deposition rate of about 90 A/sec. The baseline
pressure in the bell jar of about 3 x 10~* torr is increased
to 1.0 x 10~! torr by the addition of oxygen just before
deposition. Next, an oxide barrier is formed by plasma
discharge for appoximately 20 minutes at a pressure of 120
torr of oxygen. The chamber k

Figure 1. A schematic dratvingof a superconductor-insulator-
superconductor tunnel junction, showing the connections
for a four-point measurement of the I-V characteristic.

vacuum, and three cross strips of tin - two 7mm by 0.5mm
by 2000 A, the other, 7mm by 0.25mm by 2000 A - are
deposited with oxygen added as for the first film; however,
the deposition rate starts at about 5 A /sec and is slowly
increased throughout the process, reaching a maximum of
50 A/sec. The reason for this is to avoid a break in the
oxide barrier. The entire procedure yields three junctions,
two with an area of 0.25mm2 and the other with an area
of 0.125mm2.

Electrical contacts between silver wires and the tin films
are made with indium shot. Strip resistances are measured
directly with an ohm-meter. The I-V characteristic of the
insulating barrier is measured by the four-point method,
as indicated in figure 1. A current passes in one arm of
the electrode, through the insulating barrier, and out one
arm of the countereiectrode. The other two arms are used
to measure the voltage drop across the junction. A typical
FV-curve is shown in figure 2. A small magnetic field, of
the order of 30 gauss, has been applied to supress the d.c.
Josephson effect.

Junction Characteristics MASIT'
The theory of superconducting tunnel junctions has

been discussed by Eiscnmenger.6 At zero temperature, the
junction should not conduct until the forward bias voltage
exceeds 2A, where A is the binding energy for electrons in
Cooper pairs. For voltages above 2A, the I-V curve should
quickly become linear, with a slope corresponding to the
normal-state junction resistance. The normal-state resis-
tance of the junction of figure 2 is given by this method

l^lhfi Afilfffi J/om the value of the voltage where the



current rises sharply to the linear region, we can estimate
A. We obtain A = 0.61 ± 0.03 meV, in agreement with
the accepted value of 0.59 meV.
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Figure 2. The I-V characteristic for junction DAS 7-21-
88#I1, J2, at a temperature of 1.37 K.

A blowup of the subgap region of the characteristic
curve (eV < 2A) is shown in figure 3. A small cur-
rent is present, rising quickly from V=0 and then leveling
off. This current is due to tunneling of single quasipar-
ticles (electrons) from thermally disrupted Cooper pairs
and is expected to decrease with temperature. A sec-
ond component appears at eV = A. This component is
due to two-particle electron tunneling,7 a temperature-
independent process. The smooth curve in figure 3 is a the-
oretical prediction based on the tunneling formula given by
Eisenmenger.6 The predicted tunneling current increases
from zero at V = 0 to a maximum, and then decreases
slowly. We have shown the prediction only up to eV=A,
as the prediction does not take two-particle tunneling into
account. Both the shape and the magnitude of the predic-
tion are in reasonable agreement with our measured curve.
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Figure 3. The I-V characteristic of figure 2, with an ex-
panded vertical scale. The smooth curve is a theoretical
prediction, discussed in the text.

A junction to be used as a particle detector should haip;
the lowest possible tunneling current. It is therefore im-
portant to see how fast the tunneling current decreases
with temperature. In figure 4 we show a semilog plot of
the tunneling current versus inverse temperature, for three
of our junctions. The rapid decrease of this current with
decreasing temperature is due to the corresponding change
in the density of unpaired electrons available for tunneling.
An energy of A per electron is required to break a Cooper
pair; thus, the number of quasiparticles available for tun-
neling is expected to decrease with temperature, roughly
as exp—^. A less approximate expression is given by
Eisenmenger.6 The current predicted from Eisenmenger's
expression is plottud as a solid curve (nearly a straight line)
in figure 4. The current has been measured at eV=0.9A
so as not to include the two-particle-tunneling current.
One of our junctions is seen to approach the thermal limit
rather well, down to the lowest temperature which was
available to us. The other junctions showed excess current
at the lowest temperatures.
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Figure 4. The tunneling current at eV=Q.9A as a function
of inverse temperature, for several of our junctions.

In figure 5 we show the same graph of tunneling cur-
rent versus inverse temperature, but including data from
Twerenbold,* extending to much lower temperatures. Tweren-
bold's junction follows the thermal law down nearly 0.3K,
with sonr1 excess trunneling current appearing at the low-
est temperature.

Barrier Transmission Probability

From the size and normal-state resistance of our junc-
tion, we can calculate the transmission probability for elec-
trons incident on the barrier from the metal. We use the
expression

T = 1.2x 1Q-"
RA

where T is the barrier transmission probability, R is the
normal-state resistance of the junction in ohms, and A
is the junction area in cm*. (We derived this expression
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Figure 5. Tunneling current at eV=0.9A as a function of
inverse temperature, for our junctions and for one good
junction of Twerenbold's.

from the usual formulae for quantum-mechanical barrier
penetration.) For our junction DAS 7-21-88#II 32, using
the area and resistance already given here, we find a barrier
transmission probability of T = 7 x 10~7.

Our junctions are of lower resistances than those used
by most researchers; however, the low transmission proba-
bility gives shorter tunneling times which is necessary for
work with fast signals. For our junction, this gives a tun-
neling time of about 6 nsec.

Resistance of the Null Junction

In measuring the resistance of a tunnel-junction barrier
by the four-point method, as shown in figure 1, very low
resistances are masked by another effect due to the finite
resistance of the metallic strips which form the electrodes
of the junction. This effect disappears when the strips
are superconducting, but is present during tests at 300K,
77K, and 4.2K It often leads to measuring an apparently
negative junction resistance at the higher temperatures,
becoming less negative as the temperature decreases. For
example, the resistance of our junction #DAS 7-21-881 J2
was -85 mil, -19 mil, and +1.1 mil at 300 K, 77 K, and 4.2
K, respectively, and the value from the supergap region of
the I-V characteristic was +19.9 mil. In order to facilitate
interpretation of measurements made while the electrodes
are in the normal state, we have studied this effect in some
detail.

The negative measured value for the tunnel-junction
resistance can be understood in the following way. Con-
sider a tunnel junction barrier which is negligibly thin, so
that the electrode and counterelectrode of the junction can
be considered to be fused together. Then the junction re-
duces to a metallic cross, of double thickness in the overlap
region, with current flowing in the top and out one side. It
is easy to see that the voltage point labelled"+" in figure 1
is in fact negativew with respect to the other one, labelled
"-". Thus the voltage measured when a current passes is
negative, and R = V/I appears negative. This resistance
is proportional to the resistance per square of the films
forming the cross. We have calculated Ro, the magnitude

of this apparent negative resistance for films with a square
resistance of one ohm.

The calculation uses the relaxation method of solving
the Laplnce equation.8 By this method we determine the
potential throughout the conductor, with fixed potentials
imposed at the ends of the top and side strips, and bound-
ary conditions requiring the current density near the edges
of the strips to be parallel to the edge. The result of the
calculation is shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6. A two-dimensional array representing the po-
tential distribution in a metal-film cross, after solving the
Laplace equation by the relaxation method. The potential
is fixed at 999 volts at the top of the cross and 0 volts at
the end of the right-hand strip.

The potential has been fixed at 999 volts at the top of
the cross, and 0 volts at the right-hand end of the horizon-
tal strip. The potential difference between the "measuring
arms" ;.s seen to be 509.5 volts - 489.5 volts = 20.0 volts.
The current is determined by requiring that the square re-
sistance be one ohm. Coming down from the top of the
vertical strip, the voltage drop in the first four steps is
298.5 volts, corresponding to a current of 298.5 amperes.
Hence, we find Ro = 20.0 volts/298.5 amperes = 67 mft.

To compare this prediction with experiment, we made
a set of junctions with no oxide barrier. The measured
junction resistance divided by the resistance per square
of the strips was about 100 ± 20 mil, slightly larger in
magnitude than our calculations predict.

Study of Films by Electronmicrography

We have carried out a study of the morphology of evap-
orated tin films in order to correlate the properties of our
junctions with their appearance9. We have observed that
some films have large grains with well defined crystal faces
as shown in figure 7, while others have a flattened form
suggestive of a different crystaline phase as in figure 8. It
is believed that grainy films make higher quality junctions
5. We are doing further research to find the optimal crystal
structure which will resist aging and allow a junction to be
recycled. Clearly, these are desirable features for detector
applications.



Figure 7. Sample #2S. 11/17/87. 5960 A of tin deposited
at 20 A/sec with oxygon added to increase the baseline
pressure of 1 y 10"'' torr to 2 x I0~s torr. Magnification:
15.200X.

Figure 8. PG 1/8/88. 1500 A of tin deposited at 90
A/sec with oxygen added to increase the baseline pressure
of 7.5 x 10~7 torr to 2 x 10~5 torr. Magnification: 20800X.

We have noticed that faster deposition produces smaller
grains, and increasing film thickness results in larger grains
from an apparent, fusing of smaller grains. Currently, we
are investigating the effect of the deposition of tin in the
presence of oxygen, and the effect of the plasma discharge
on the crystal structures.
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